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The influence of the density contrast~characterized by the Atwood number At! on gravity-induced
mixing between two miscible fluids in a long vertical tube has been studied experimentally.
Cross-section averaged fluid concentration profiles along the tube are measured optically: for large
enough At values, they display a self-similar dependence in a broad range of times and distances and
verify a diffusion law with an effective diffusivity 105 times higher than for molecular diffusion. At
lower At values, this diffusive domain is limited by a sharp front moving at a velocity increasing
with At. Below a threshold At value the diffusive behavior disappears. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1405442#
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Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities can develop when a den
fluid overlies a lighter one.1–6 We shall be concerned her
with the case of miscible fluids which is relevant to ma
practical situations6–8 such as laser induced nuclear fusio
extraction columns or fire propagation in vertical shaf
Most studies have been devoted to the characterization o
growth of the mixing zone through the displacement of
average front. After initial transient regimes, it is often o
served to be quadratic with time and then linear.9–12 Front
displacement laws close tot0.5 have been reported in vertica
tubes for displacements larger than the tube diameter.7,8 Self-
similar structures of Rayleigh–Taylor flows with characte
istics lengths increasing ast2/5 have also been predicte
theoretically.13

The present Letter is focused on the study of self-sim
concentration profiles created by buoyant mixing of two m
cible fluids in a long vertical tube. In a previous study, Ba
et al.7 analyzed the mixing of a volume of salt solutio
dropped at the top of a tube filled with water but the tim
dependence of the concentration profile was not identified
addition to the observation of a front displacement law n
t0.5, Zukoskiet al.8 measured, in the same setup, concen
tion profiles after this front had reached the end of the tu
these results were analyzed in terms of a turbulent diffusi
model. In our experiments, the interface is initially at mi
height; the concentration profiles are measured before
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mixing zone reaches either end of the tube (Dt,20 min)
which allows to neglect their influence. Above a thresho
density contrast Atm , these profiles display a self-similar de
pendence on the ratio of distance and of the square roo
time.

Experiments are realized in a 4 m high vertical persp
tube of internal diameterd520 mm with a sliding slot valve
in the middle. The setup is illuminated from behind. T
lighter fluid is water dyed with nigrosine~40 mg/l!. The
heavy fluid is a solution of water and CaCl2 salt at a concen-
tration between 0.05 and 300 g/l. Density contrasts are c
acterized by the Atwood number At5(r22r1)/(r21r1)
that varies from 231025 to 1021 ~r1 andr2 are the densi-
ties of the two fluids and their viscosity is nearly equal
that of water!. At the beginning of each experiment, the u
per and lower halves of the tube are, respectively, filled w
the heavy and light solutions. Mixing is initiated by openin
the slot valve~which takes a few tenths of a second! and the
typical duration of the measurements is 1200 s. A few t
experiments were performed with zero or weakly stabilizi
density contrasts: no significant mixing occured for seve
hours. Otherwise, the Rayleigh numbers are always far ab
the threshold~67.8! for RT instabilities.2,3

Figure 1 displays frames from video recordings at tw
different Atwood numbers close to the lower and upper li
its of the studied range. At a low density contra
@At5831024, Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#, the initial instability finger
displays a mushroom shape characteristic of finite Reyno
numbers~10 or more!. Transverse waves develop in th
il:
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wake of the finger which takes a helical shape.14,15 These
features reflect instabilities due to the strong shear gradie
the interface between the ascending and descending fl
they induce transverse mixing across the pipe and thus
termine the final concentration profile. Two fluid patches
higher density contrast@darker color in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#
propagate in the wake of the leading tip and move faster t
it. Their successive arrival at the front prevents the fro
speed to decrease through mixing with the surrounding fl
At higher density contrasts At>531023, the initial instabil-
ity finger is rapidly destroyed and the mixture is more hom
geneous@Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!#. Fluid volumes of characteristic
scale about 1 cm move randomly at velocities of the orde
a few mm/s over distances of the order of the tube diame
this flow is weakly turbulent and induces an efficient mixi
similar to eddy diffusion.16 The displacement front is there
fore quite fuzzy in the opposite of the well defined one at
lower Atwood number.

Quantitative results are obtained by recording with
digital camera images of a 2.6 m long central section of
tube (1300320 pixels) at 2 s intervals. Using an independe

FIG. 1. ~a!–~c! Video images obtained for At5831024 at equal time inter-
vals Dt52 s. Height of field of view: 300 mm. The slot valve is visible
the bottom of the images. Dashed lines mark the trajectories of the fron
~upper line! and of concentration fluctuations moving inside the mixing zo
~lower lines!. ~d!–~e! Video images obtained for At5931022 at an interval
Dt514 s ~same field of view!.

FIG. 2. Spatiotemporal diagram of normalized mean concentrationC(x,t)
(At51.531022). Abscissa is timet and ordinate distancex from valve.~b!
Normalized concentration profileC(x,t5500 s) fitted with an error function
~dashed–dotted line!.
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calibration, these images are translated into concentra
maps and normalized between reference images obta
with the heavy and light solutions. Finally, values corr
sponding to a same heightx are averaged to obtain the in
stantaneous profileC(x,t).

A typical result is shown in Fig. 2 at a high densi
contrast (At53.531022). The time dependence of the mix
ing process has been visualized by grouping the succes
profiles into spatiotemporal diagrams@Fig. 2~a!#: gray levels
correspond to the value ofC(x,t) ~black for the dyed lighter
solution, white for the transparent heavy one!. Only a con-
tinuously varying gray shade is visible implying that the a
plitude and size of relative concentration fluctuations
small @Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!#. No clear-cut boundary of the
mixing zone is observed either. The concentration profile
given times are well fitted by an error function as in Fig. 2~b!
for t5500 s, which suggests thatC(x,t) verifies a diffusion
equation. To test this hypothesis, concentration profiles
tained at different times in the same experiment@Fig. 3~a!#
are plotted as a function of the scaling variablex/At @Fig.
3~b!#. All curves collapse onto a single oneC(x/At): such
fully self-similar sets of profiles are observed at all high A
wood numbers (431023<At<1021). Different scaling
laws have been tested by plotting the profiles as a functio
x/ta. A good superposition is only obtained fo
a50.560.03. The fit of the profiles by error function solu
tions of a 1D diffusion equation provides an effective diffu
sivity D, which has thus a purely macroscopic meaning.

The behavior at lower Atwood numbers (1.531024

<At<231023) is different. In contrast with the previou
case, the mixing region has a sharp boundary@Fig. 4~a!#
associated to the tip of the finger in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! and
marked by concentration steps~arrows! on the profiles of
Figs. 4~b! and 5~a!. The local slope of the boundary repre

ip

FIG. 3. ~a! Variations of C(x,t) with distance from valve at successiv
times ~t5240 s, 600 s, and 1080 s! in the experiment of Fig. 2
(At51.531022). ~b! Same curves as a function ofx/At. ~3! Fit with an
error function (D52.7531024 m2 s21).
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sents the instantaneous velocityVt of the tip of the displace-
ment front. At low At values,Vt is roughly constant with
time as in the linear regime found in other geometries.9 At
higher density contrasts,Vt decreases with time@Fig. 4~a!#
and the coordinatext of the tip varies approximately ast0.5 as
already observed by other authors.7,8 Note however that the
typical front velocityVt ~measured at short times! increases,
as expected physically, from 1 to 5 mm/s over the range
At values investigated.

However, in spite of these important differences betwe
this regime and the previous one, all successive profile
Fig. 5~a! still overlay as above when plotted as a function
the reduced variablex/At @Fig. 5~b!#. This master curve is
also well fitted by an error function inspite of the larg

FIG. 4. ~a! Spatiotemporal diagram of normalized concentrationC(x,t)
(At5431024). The slopes of the continuous and of the dashed lines
respond respectively to the instantaneous velocityVt of the front tip and to
the characteristic velocityVf of the internal fluid motions.~b! Concentration
profile C(x,t5500 s). Note concentration steps bounding the mixing zo
~arrows!.

FIG. 5. ~a! Variations of normalized concentrationC(x,t) with distance
from valve at successive times~t5240 s, 600 s, and 1080 s! in the experi-
ment of Fig. 4 (At5431024). Note successive front positions indicated b
arrows.~b! Same curves as a function ofx/At. ~3! Fit with an error function
(D52.531024 m2 s21).
f
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fluctuations of the concentration values. The self-simi
variation is however only followed between the concent
tion steps~except at long times where the profile can
considered as diffusive at all distances!. This latter evolution
towards a fully macroscopically diffusive regimes occu
later as At decreases. It is likely due to the influence
helical instabilities of the wake of the displacement finge
enhancing mixing across the pipe.

At still lower Atwood numbers (At,Atm51.531024),
the flow configuration is quite different. In particular, a stab
counterflow of the two fluids is observed in the central p
of the tube. Its length increases with time and helical ins
bilities persist then only near the ends of the tube. In t
regime, the global concentration profiles cannot be fitted
error functions.

Variations of the macroscopic diffusivityD as a function
of the Atwood number are displayed in Fig. 6.D is always at
least 105 times larger than typical molecular diffusion coe
ficients ~a few 1029 m2 s21!. At lower At values (At
<1022) but above the threshold (Atm51.531024), D is
about constant and of the order of 2.531024 m2 s21. At large
At values (At.1022), D increases roughly linearly with A
from 2.531024 m2 s21 to 631024 m2 s21 ~for At51021!.

Since the mixing and spreading of the two fluids is a
sociated to internal fluid motions in the mixing zone,D may
be considered as the product of their characteristic velo
Vf and a lengthl . Such fluid motions are visible in Figs
1~a!–1~c! and are marked by oblique streaks in the sp
tiotemporal diagrams@Fig. 4~a!#. Vf values determined from
the slope of these streaks are plotted in Fig. 6: they incre
slowly with At from 2 to 10 mm/s over the range studie
The variation of the characteristic lengthl 5D/Vf with At is
also displayed in Fig. 6. From this point of view, the fact th
D is roughly constant in the range 1.531024<At<1022

results from variations ofVf and l in opposite directions
with At while retaining a constant product. For At.1022,
Fig. 6 indicates thatl reaches a lower limit of the order o
45 mm, probably related to the tube diameter: the increas
D with At, would then reflect that ofVf .

These experiments demonstrate that gravity indu
mixing in long vertical tubes displays self-similar characte

r-

e

FIG. 6. Variation of the measured diffusivityD ~d! and velocityVf ~s!
with the Atwood number At. The characteristic lengthl 5D/Vf(1) is also
plotted. The relative error onD is below 10% except for At51.531024 for
which it is of the order of 30%. The gray zone at the left corresponds to
domain for which the spreading of the concentration profile is not diffusi
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istics down to Atwood numbers as low as Atm51.531024:
the average concentrationC(x,t) over the tube section de
pends only onx/At and follows a diffusion law~at least in its
central part!. The corresponding coefficientD remains al-
most constant down to At.Atm below which the flow pattern
changes and the diffusive behavior disappears. This does
mean that, as the density contrast goes to zero, the gro
rate of the mixing region does not vary: at low At values,
is determined by the motion of the tip of the displacem
front at a velocityVt which does decrease with the dens
contrast as expected. This tip represents a cutoff point
yond which the self-similar trend of the concentration profi
is not followed any more.

The macroscopic diffusion coefficientD is determined
by local relative motions of small fluid volumes of differe
concentrations. At high At values, the flow is weakly turb
lent and the process is analogous to eddy diffusivity. At l
density contrasts~although above Atm!, transverse mixing by
helical instabilities of the wake of the displacement front i
major factor of the appearance of a diffusive profile: the
instabilities originate in the shear layers resulting from
counterflow of the two fluids. At still lower density contras
(At,Atm) regions of stable counterflow appear and the p
file is not any more diffusive. A full understanding of the
mechanism will require the study of the influence of the tu
diameter as well as of the viscosity of the fluids involve
that we are now investigating.
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